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Ombudsman’s Determination
Applicant

Mr R

Scheme

Scottish Motor Auctions Ltd Group Personal Pension Plan (the
Plan)

Respondent

Aegon (Scottish Equitable plc) (Aegon)

Complaint Summary
Mr R has complained that Aegon did not carry out the appropriate due diligence when
transferring his pension fund to a Small Self-Administered Scheme (SSAS) administered
by Greenchurch Capital Ltd (Greenchurch).

Summary of the Ombudsman’s Determination and reasons
The complaint is not upheld as I am satisfied that Aegon did not breach its regulatory
responsibilities at the time it transferred Mr R’s pension in accordance with his wishes.
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Detailed Determination
Material facts
Mr R held a Group Personal Pension with Scottish Equitable through his employer,
Scottish Motor Auctions Limited.
On 14 December 2012, Mr R signed a Letter of Authority (LOA) for UK Pension
Transfers Limited (UKPT) to receive information, on request, in relation to the Plan.
This was forwarded to Aegon.
On 17 December 2012, UKPT wrote to Aegon enclosing the above LOA, and
requesting it to “provide all relevant information in respect of any existing life policies,
private pension arrangements to include plan details and charges, current value
statement and transfer forms.”
On 7 January 2013, Aegon responded to UKPT enclosing details of the Plan and
discharge forms. Within this information, a transfer value of £20,563.21 was stated.
On 25 January 2013, Mr R signed an Aegon transfer instruction form for £20,563.21
to be transferred into the [Mr R] Ltd Pension Scheme.
On 12 February 2013, Greenchurch sent a letter to Aegon saying:
“Further to [Mr R’s] request please accept this letter as confirmation that
Greenchurch Capital Ltd, as pension’s [sic] administrators, accepts the above
policy to be transferred to the new scheme [Mr R] Ltd Pension Scheme…”
On 13 February 2013, Greenchurch signed Aegon’s discharge form, providing
payment details for the receiving scheme and indicating that this was an unsecured
pension plan. A date stamp on Aegon’s copy of this document indicates that it
received this form on 14 February 2013.
Also on this date, Greenchurch sent a letter to Aegon saying:
“…please accept this letter as confirmation that Greenchurch Capital Ltd, as
pension’s [sic], administrators, has registered the [Mr R] Ltd Pension Scheme
with HMRC…
As the registration has recently been submitted we are not yet in possession
of the confirmation letter however we have enclosed a screen print of the
registration confirmation from our HMRC online account proving its validity.”
The enclosed ‘Acknowledgement of Registration for Tax Relief and Exemptions’
notice stated the following:
“The [Mr R] Ltd Pension Scheme has been registered by HM Revenue &
Customs (HMRC) on 12/02/2013. Tax relief and exemptions are due from this
date…”
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Your Pension Scheme Tax Reference (PSTR) is...You should use this when you
want to view the scheme details online and in all future communications with
HMRC.
HMRC may carry out checks to ensure that the conditions to be a registered
pension scheme for tax relief and exemptions are met and continue to be met.”
On 14 February 2013, The Pensions Regulator (the Regulator) published guidance
on pensions liberation fraud directed at pension professionals. This is commonly
referred to as “the Scorpion guidance” due to the imagery used within and is entitled
“Pension liberation fraud – The predators stalking pension transfers.”
On page 8 of the Scorpion guidance, the following was stated:
“Looking out for pension liberation fraud
When processing a transfer request, trustees and administrators may be in a
position to identify the warning signs that suggest that pension liberation fraud
is occurring.
If you are a trustee or administrator, and any of the following criteria apply to a
transfer request you have received, then you may be about to transfer a
member’s pension to a scheme designed to liberate their funds.
Here are some of the things to look out for:
• Receiving scheme not registered, or only newly registered, with HM Revenue &
Customs
• Member is attempting to access their pension before age 55
• Member has pressured trustees/administrators to carry out transfer quickly
• Member was approached unsolicited
• Member informed that there is a legal loophole
• Receiving scheme was previously unknown to you, but now involved in more
than one transfer request
If any of these statements apply, then you can use the check list on the next page
to find out more about the receiving scheme and how the member came to make
the request.”

On 15 February 2013, Aegon sent a letter to Greenchurch saying it had transferred
£21,461.92 to the latter’s bank. Aegon confirmed that this was the total transfer value
for the Plan.
On 22 February 2013, Greenchurch wrote to Aegon saying that there had been an
“administrative error by the schemes [sic] banking provider” and that it wished to
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change the transfer account payment details. It attached a letter from Lloyds Bank
confirming the error and providing new payment details.
An internal Aegon email on 25 February 2013, from the ’Finance’ department to the
‘Group Claims’ department stated that the above payment had been returned to
Aegon where the receiving account was closed.
On 15 March 2013, Aegon wrote to Greenchurch to confirm that the above payment
would be made to it. This was authorised and made on 19 March 2013.
Just over 4 years later, on 11 April 2017, Mr R’s representative (the Representative)
wrote to Aegon to make a complaint about the transfer. In summary, the points made
were:• Mr R was approached without any regulated advice to transfer his pension to a
SSAS administered by Greenchurch.
• Greenchurch had never been authorised or regulated by the Financial Services
Authority or the Financial Conduct Authority. From Aegon’s file, it appeared that
a check was done to confirm this was the case by way of a printout from the
FCA register.
• Mr R was not treated fairly in Aegon allowing this transfer to take place. Mr R
should have been warned of the potential consequences of transferring and
would not have proceeded had he been made aware of the risks.
• In January 2013, the Regulator published a document referred to as the
‘Principles and features for good quality pension schemes.’ Within this
document, reference was made to those running a pension scheme acting in the
best interests of all beneficiaries. The Regulator wanted to see the following in
place in order to mitigate risk: “Conflicts are declared and managed
appropriately and firms are able to demonstrate that they act in the best
interests of all beneficiaries in their decision-making processes.”
• Further, under the Financial Conduct Authority principles (FCA), providers and
distributors of products and services had various responsibilities that have an
impact on customers, which applied to all authorised firms. In particular,
principles 2, 3, 6 and 7 applied here.
• COBS 2.21 stated that a firm must act honestly, fairly and professionally in
accordance with the best interests of its clients.
• Aegon should have considered whether accepting the instruction from
Greenchurch was treating its customer, Mr R, fairly, taking reasonable care and
acting with due skill, care and diligence. The nature and source of the proposed
business was such that Aegon should not have accepted it.
• Mr R transferred into a single, personal SSAS. His background was the
automotive industry and his pension with Aegon had been invested in balanced
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funds. He had never been a director or shareholder of a company. These facts
should have meant that Aegon “added an additional duty of care.”
• The trustees of Aegon were “further bound by Principle 6 of the Principles for
Business.”
• Aegon should have ensured that it conducted and retained appropriate and
sufficient due diligence on Greenchurch, been satisfied that Greenchurch was
appropriate to deal with and sought appropriate clarification if it had any
concerns.
• Aegon should have been aware that ordinarily you would not expect to see
clients moving pension monies on an execution only basis and this would only
be relevant for suitably qualified individuals.
• Aegon should have warned Mr R of the consequences of proceeding with the
transfer. It could have warned Mr R that the chances of the transfer being
suitable were very small.
• Had Aegon undertaken sufficient due diligence, it would have discovered that it
should not have proceeded without Mr R taking advice. Had it made Mr R aware
of the various points of concern, it is very unlikely that he would have proceeded
with the transfer and he would have sought advice from a regulated individual.
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Summary of Mr R’s position

Summary of Aegon’s position

• Was the transfer paperwork fully completed and signed by the policyholder? In this
case, it was satisfied that the transfer paperwork had been fully completed, giving
Aegon a clear instruction from Mr R to make the transfer, a discharge of its
obligations and confirmation from the receiving scheme that they would accept the
transfer.
• Was the receiving scheme a registered pension scheme? A check was made with
HMRC who confirmed that the [Mr R] Limited Pension Scheme had been
registered by them and held a PSTR number. This meant that Mr R had a
statutory right to transfer his pension plan, under the terms of the Pension
Schemes Act 1993.
• Did the scheme or scheme administrator appear on Aegon’s financial crime team’s
list of parties which they were concerned about? At the time of the transfer, neither
the [Mr R] Limited Pension Scheme or Greenchurch appeared on the list, although
Greenchurch was added some months after Mr R’s pension had been transferred.
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Conclusions
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I am not bound by previous Determinations I have made, and each case is assessed
on its individual facts. I have taken the opportunity to review the facts, further
evaluate the evolving regulatory position and the cases I have previously Determined.
Having done so, I consider that a period of approximately one month would generally
be sufficient for a provider to put in place any procedures necessary as a result of the
Regulator’s new guidance. This view is supported by previous Determinations I have
issued, such as PO-6375, along with others. Should this timeframe not be met by any
provider, I would expect it to consider temporarily suspending transfers while it makes
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the necessary arrangements or contacting The Regulator to request an extension on
the stipulated transfer deadlines.

Anthony Arter
Pensions Ombudsman
11 March 2021
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